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Abstract 
 
In this paper I like to discuss the method and concept of Recognition of Prior 
Learning (RPL), which in Sweden has been named validering, (validation). 
This has now become a well established concept and model for especially 
authorities to discuss and in practice visualise and assess the knowledge and 
competence among unemployed citizens, with the aim to enhance the chances 
for employment. In short, RPL is both a way to visualise but also to assess and 
formulate former knowledge and competence that a person has gained, most 
often at their time at a workplace. Many times this experience is not explicitly 
formulated, nor documented, which in a situation of organisational 
downsizing or other types of changes can mean that a person has problems in 
clearly making the knowledge and skill knowledgeable to a future employer. 
It is in this challenging situation for the individual that RPL can be of great 
importance. In focus in this paper is with the results made from an EU funded 
work as ground discuss the possibilities and difficulties in making RPL a well 
used tool in Swedish working life. 
 

Introduction 
 
Validation or Recognition of Prior Learning is in Sweden since now ten years 
defined as: 
 

Validation is ”a process of a structured assessment, valuing, documentation and 

recognition of knowledge and competences that an individual has gained, irrespective of 

how they have been acquired”. (Ministry of Education, 2003, p. 19 [English translation by 

The Swedish National Agency for Higher Vocational Education]) 

 
This definition actually embodies all types of learning, also formal education, 
something that asks for a clarifying addition like; …when teaching and 
assessment is separated both in time and/or room. This addition can maybe be 
seen as a more correct understanding of RPL, namely that RPL is used in the 
assessment of things that an individual already knows or can. 
 
In general RPL activities has in Sweden mainly been used in the support of 
unemployed workers who lacks documentation of their knowledge and skills, 
learnt and developed within a working life context (Andersson, m.fl., 2002; 
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Andersson, m.fl., 2003). RPL activities can be seen as a more or less profound 
assessment of the things that a worker has taught and experienced during his 
or her working career. Often these processes are done in relation to upper 
secondary school course criterias in order to gain certificates or degrees valid 
if the person wants to study further. The knowledge and skills validated can 
then in some cases be seen as equivalent to have taking parts of or whole 
courses at school, something that cuts the education time. Documented 
knowledge and skills as a result of a RPL process can also be used in the 
search of a job and employment situations. 
 
In an extended work regarding RPL during 2004-2007 
Valideringsdelegationen, a commission with a special task from the 
government to create proposals regarding a national plan for RPL, the RPL 
process where formulated (Valideringsdelegationen, 2008). This can be 
explained as a four step process, 1) a more general mapping of knowledge 
and skills where a process starts to document and get a general 
understanding of what type of experience a person has achieved during his or 
her working life, often by interviews and the interpretation of existing 
documents 2) a more profound investigation of the persons knowledge and 
skills, often with the help of other persons that are to be validated and with 
the support of a supervisor, 3) an assessment of skills which is documented 
even if the content of the knowledge and skills is not comparable in relation 
to official education or known skills, 4) an assessment where the result of the 
RPL process leads to grades or certificates in relation to officially approved 
education or branch related criteria’s (also see Challis, 1993, Andersson & 
Fejes, 2010). The outspoken purpose for the Valideringsdelegationen was also 
to suggest certain steps to take nationally in order to see to that RPL processes 
done in Sweden are equally distributed and performed, legitimate and 
understood by the market (Valideringsdelegationen, 2008). 
 
Although the definition of RPL in a Swedish context is both accepted and 
implemented and the steps of a RPL process in some ways can be seen to 
have reached a certain level of agreement both in public and private sector in 
Sweden, the use of RPL activities differs in many ways. This leads to the aim 
of this paper. It can be said that RPL has been in focus in the European labour 
market policy debate for quite a long time now. It has been stressed to be a 
well-sought method in the support of enhancing the unemployed low 
educated working class (Kok, 2004, Berkel & Valkenburg, 2007). One of the 
reasons for that is the high unemployment rate in Europe but also a low 
occupational level. A larger amount of people is needed within the labour 
market in order to maintain the welfare and advantages in competing on an 
international market (Kok, 2004). In all of this policy debate employability as a 
concept and a goal for every citizen has been stressed. This has been seen as 
every citizen’s responsibility in becoming educated, experienced, well 
motivated and attractive on the labour market (Berkel & Valkenburg, 2007, 
Berglund & Fejes, 2009).   
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Although RPL activities in general can be seen as a welcomed tool in the work 
toward higher rates of employability, in Sweden there has also been a 
deepened discussion about how a national formation around the RPL issue 
could be developed. The issues in this matter have, in short, focused upon 
quality, equality and legitimacy. This means that there is an explicit demand 
from the government that both the conditions and the opportunities for the 
persons that are in need of RPL activities should look the same, wherever tin 
Sweden this is about to take place and whoever is the target for these 
activities. This is of course a highly put goal and a look at different examples 
in Sweden shows that RPL activities are done with quite different purposes 
and methods. From a governmental perspective no lower goal than quality, 
equality and legitimacy can be put, but the question is whether RPL activities 
can be seen as a desirable activity no matter “the degree” of quality, equality 
or legitimacy. Within a Social Fund financed Thematic Group, A&O, different 
RPL projects have been studied and in this paper discussed. 
 

A&O 
 
The European Social Fund can be said to be “Europe’s main instrument for 
supporting jobs, helping people getting better jobs and ensuring fairer job 
opportunities for all EU citizens” (ESF, 2013). The main focus areas for the 
Social Fund has been to see that workers are supported in their adaptation to 
the labour market, which means education, RPL, training, flexibility and 
transferability, etc. A mainstream element in many of ESF financed projects 
has been on vocational training, lifelong learning and helping young people 
and other vulnerable groups in the European society enhance their chances of 
employment. The general thought that lies, as a foundation in their work, is 
that participation on the labour market also contributes to social inclusion 
within the European Union. 
 
In Sweden, ESF has a number of National Thematic Groups, where A&O, 
Arbetsplatslärande och omställning i arbetslivet (Workplace Learning and 
Adjustment to Changes in the Labour Market), is one (A&O, 2011). Their task 
is to collect, analyse and systematize experiences from different ESF projects 
in Sweden. The programme period is between 2007- 2013 and about 500 
projects has been started by companies, municipalities, NGO’s and other both 
public and private sector actors during this time. Due to rough times in the 
labour market at this time, the government used the opportunity to steer the 
activities within the ESF to especially support projects that worked with 
changes in the labour market, such as people that had become or risked being 
unemployed. 
 
Within the Thematic Group A&O, different working groups have been 
initiated; integration of gender equality as a way of developing competence, 
the Union is changing, workplace learning in new ways, competence 
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development and Validering (RPL). It is within this last working group that 
the data material for this paper has been collected and analysed. 
 
In the working group Validering the projects were studied with the interest of 
focusing: a) projects that explicitly expressed that they were working with 
some form of RPL, b) projects which activities were containing some sort of 
assessment of knowledge and skills, although the concept of RPL may not 
have been used and c) projects where RPL could have been a part of their 
activities in order to achieve more profound results within the project. In a 
study that was done during the autumn of 2010 showed that type B projects 
were very common among the studied projects. 
 

The Swedish National Agency for Higher Vocational Education 
 
En annan viktig förutsättning för valideringsverksamhet i Sverige är 
Valideringsdelegationens och sedermera Yrkeshögskolemyndighetens arbete 
och ansvar för samordningen av validering i en svensk kontext. I deras 
arbeten finns det en tydlig koppling till den logik och de principer som 
präglar det formella utbildningssystemet. Dessa är främst likvärdighet, 
överförbarhet och legitimitet. Likvärdighet avser den princip som menar att det 
inte skall vara någon skillnad i ett valideringsförfarande om den görs i norra 
eller södra Sverige, eller i en kommunalt eller privat sammanhang. Alla dessa 
principer kan ses från den enskildes synvinkel och är tänkta att beskydda och 
säkra kvaliteten i den valideringsprocess den enskilde ingår i men även de 
resultat som processen utmynnar i. Man kan därför i någon mening tala om 
en validering av valideringsprocessen. Avseende överförbarhet handlar även 
detta om en sorts standardiserad och formaliserad valideringsprocess och 
bedömning som innebär en överenskommen och därmed av alla förstått och 
känt innehåll. På liknande sätt som ett gymnasiebetyg idag har mycket av sin 
legitimitet i det faktum att innehållet är mer eller mindre känt, det finns en 
acceptans och ett förtroende för de aktörer som värderar och bedömer 
innehållet och utfallet av elevernas arbete och kunskaps- och 
kompetensutveckling så menar man från dessa håll att även utvecklingen av 
valideringsmetoder bör gå mot samma håll. Styrkan i överförbarheten ligger 
därför i graden av kunskap och kännedom om innehåll men också den 
legitimitet valideringsintyget åtnjuter rent allmänt i samhället.  
 
En annan sak som man starkt betonat från Valideringsdelegationen och YH-
myndigheten har handlat om behovet av att koppla utvecklingen och 
uppbyggnaden av formaliserade valideringsverktyg i nära samverkan med 
branschen. Tillsammans med denna fokusering på arbetsmarknadens behov 
har det även påtalats vikten av att inte betrakta validering som fenomen som 
någon som har ett eget existensberättigande, i vart fall i någon vidare 
utsträckning, utanför arbetsmarknadens behov av kompetensförsörjning, i 
bredare så även i mer specifik mening. Detta är även något som har (nogsamt) 
påpekats av t ex Svenskt Näringsliv, att det inte finns något intresse från 
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näringslivet att medverka i, ej heller delta i finansieringen av en utbyggnad av 
en mer allmän valideringsverksamhet som inte har ett klart uttalat 
etableringssyfte, dvs, är initierad som ett svar på klart uttalade 
kompetensutvecklingsbehov. Att sedan det offentliga samhället tar ansvar 
för, och då också betalar för, validering som inte har detta uttalade syfte som t 
ex valideringen av arbetslösa i syfte att förbereda fortsatta studier, byte av 
yrkesbana eller ”bara” stärka enskilda, svagare grupper utanför eller i 
arbetslivet, är en annan sak. 
 
Några reflektioner av det som kan sägas vara ett slags mainstreamperspektiv 
på svensk valideringspolicy görs nedan. Det är uppenbart att YH-
myndigheten har ett ansvar från regeringen att verka för samordning på 
valideringsmarknaden och att dessa kopplas till branschens kriterier för 
kunskap och kompetens samt till de behov som arbetsmarknaden signalerar. 
Det finns också ambitioner att sträva efter en samordning avseende 
principerna likvärdighet, överförbarhet och legitimitet. Det erfarenheterna 
från bland annat vår valideringsgrupp visar är att det finns ett flertal olika 
initiativ tagna på valideringsmarknaden, där man enkelt kan säga att ett antal 
aspekter tas i beaktande men sällan alla av de tidigare uppräknade. 

Theory 
 
Later… 

Methods 
 
During the spring of 2010 the workgroup within A&O, Validering, met a 
number of representatives of on-going projects at that time. We met in 
Stockholm (16 feb), Gothenburg (2 mar) and Linköping (16 mar). On every of 
these three occasions three to six projects presented their work focusing RPL 
or RPL resembling activities. Some of the projects had been using RPL 
activities for a long time, others were at the time of these meetings in a start-
up phase. What was especially obvious among the latter groups was that in 
general there were no clear understanding of the concept of RPL. That 
included the understanding of official methods of RPL used in Sweden and 
known actors on this market. This situation perhaps shows that the marketing 
of RPL “products”, as consultant firms, methods, etc., is not well enough 
performed. This paper is mainly built upon the outcome of these three 
workshops. 
 
In addition to this there has been three more mapping activities within the 
working group Validering. As early as 2009 a first investigation was made of 
six different projects within the ESF that in some way contained RPL 
activities. The data material was gathered through telephone survey. In 2010 
another study was made where projects both answered a survey, but also 
were visited and observed. This study showed that there are reasons in asking 
what the needs are in different organisations and contexts of initiating RPL 
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processes but also what the main reasons are for using RPL. A third 
investigation was made in 2011 in the same working group. That was an 
analyse of 50 finished projects what their results was regarding RPL. 
 

Results 
 
One way in illustrating different type of RPL activities in projects of these 
kinds is by using the following four field model: 
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The purpose of the division of explicit and implicit aspects of RPL is trying to 
illustrate that RPL activities sometimes are a more outspoken part of the 
activities and sometimes not. In many of the projects we found a certain 
hesitation in using the concept of RPL. This could be understood as a respect 
for the concept and its content, mainly the idea of RPL as a explicitly 
systematized process of assessment in both time and space according to 
official definition of the same. By showing the model I suggest that the 
concept of RPL in a way ought to be stretched and both mean RPL and RPL 
resembling activities. The latter is what I earlier explained as type B projects. 
In a similar way the activities in these studied projects also can be divided in 
two separate categories, Separate RPL and Integrated RPL. Projects that is 
categorized as Separate RPL is when the activities within the project is solely 
focusing RPL or RPL resembling activities. Integrated RPL is a category of 
projects that have elements of RPL, for example education with embedded 
RPL activities. 
 

OCN 
 
OCN stands for Open College Network is a method for assessment and 
quality assurance of both learning and skills (OCN Sweden, 2013). This 
method was originally created during the 80’s in Great Britain, in much an 
answer to huge unemployment due to the closing of the mining industry. In 
Sweden this concept has been picked up by OCN Sweden. From our 
experience with many projects in the ESF it seems that more and more 
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organisations uses this concept of OCN. In short, if say people with working 
experience from gardening is about to have their knowledge and competence 
assessed, in this method representatives from some of the local companies in 
gardening, teachers or other experts within this field of work are gathered 
and constitutes a panel of experts. Their function is to develop criteria or a 
competence profile in the assessment of what a gardener or special function 
within this type of work demands. All this created criteria is divided into 
different modules, and the individual can after that become assessed and 
valued towards these modules, depending on which part of their knowledge 
and competence they want to have assessed. The advantages of this type of 
system is that you get a ”down to earth” assessment, meaning it is locally 
adapted and understood, and in a way also becomes equal to locally 
demanded skills. The certificate that the person gets shows the skills of the 
person but also who has been in the expert panel and is in that sense also a 
marketing towards the local business of this branch in this area. But the 
advantages of this assessment method are also its weaknesses. The local 
understanding of the certificate is a strength within this area but may not be 
known or assessed in the same way in other regions or part of Sweden. Some 
of the strength of the method is the names of the panel, but since they may 
not be known outside the particular region, it may loose some of its meaning. 
OCN Sweden charges for the services in connection with the assessment 
process. In the beginning when OCN Sweden started to offer this assessment 
method they didn’t use the concept of validation (validering), but recently 
this have been used more and more.  
 

NIKE Youth 
 
In a project driven in Uddevalla, a west coast town in Sweden, Nike Youth, 
the activities were directed towards young people that didn’t manage to 
succeed in upper secondary school. There weren’t any outspoken activities 
regarding RPL within this project but quite a lot of the activities could very 
well have been validated. According to the guidelines of the working group 
as mentioned above, this projects belongs to C, a project where RPL is nor 
talked about, neither planned but could very well be a part of the project in 
order to support the participants in educational path. Among the upper 
secondary school teachers there were not much of an understanding that the 
young people could be validated. This may also be a part of the problems 
with RPL. What are the existing perspectives of knowledge? How do we 
achieve knowledge and skills? Another interesting question is in what degree 
lifelong learning as a paradigm can be said to really have had a break through 
in the Swedish school system? In another project within the region near Luleå 
and nearby cities, this was also an issue that was talked about, the opposition 
towards RPL as an assessment tool for knowledge.  
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Meritea 
 
Meritea, a regional public owned company, has for about fifteen years been 
working with questions of RPL. In Gothenburg they were at the working in 
two projects, one of them were focusing on unemployed workers within the 
car industry. The purpose of the project was to validate the workers towards 
the upper secondary school system. In this project all vocational subjects were 
offered. The mission for Meritea was to: 1) shorten the time of education, 2) 
visualise the whole competence of each individual in order to ease the 
transition to the labour market, 3) develop an adult education that was cost 
effective.  
 
Things that were noticed in the project was that the good with RPL was some 
times questioned. Also the introduction to the content of RPL had been 
insufficient, there had been a lack of understanding how situated competence 
could be transferred and translated to other contexts. Other things that 
Meritea reported about the projects were that the pedagogical environment 
had been unflexible, insufficient structures of the RPL process and also an 
anxiety regarding to make reflections on what have happened outside the 
education context. 
 
The other project that Meritea was involved in was about youths that were 
part of a programme run by the Swedish Public Employment Services 
(Ungdomsgarantin) and were lacking degrees from elementary school and/or 
upper secondary school. They were offered participation in a trade and 
commerce course that was preparing for higher studies by first letting them 
achieve trade legitimacy by validation and workplace learning and training. 
This can be seen as an example when RPL is used in order to both offer 
qualification and motivation to the participates, and the former example 
about the unemployed car industry workers when RPL is offer in order to 
establish. 
 

Kravmärkt yrkesroll 
 
Kravmärkt yrkesroll (A professional role that is quality guaranteed) is both a 
method or concept for development of competence and professions within the 
geriatric care and a centre that administrates this method in practice. They had 
started a collaboration with OCN Sweden and their offices were neighbours 
in Stockholm. Different municipalities and County Councils within the 
Stockholm region had been using this method, but it was also offered 
elsewhere. The key idea in this method was to offer an assurance of the 
competence development and learning that is produced in the activities 
within each organisation. This is can be realised by the development and 
work with clear requirements within each profession. This is interesting, if we 
look upon this method from a formal education perspective, since this means 
that the formal education system in a way is rejected and not made an 
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authoritative in these organisations, not anyway alone. The formal education 
system educates health care staff, but this method of Kravmärkt yrkesroll is to 
been as a complementary system, a form of trade codex, that in a way 
undermines the legitimacy of the formal education of health care workers. 
Built into these trade codex also lies a philosophical value-system that maybe 
suggests that this is more than just a development of the work of health care, 
but also about the devolvement and legitimacy of the profession. 
 
According to the developed and established criteria in this method each 
person that is to be qualified undergo an assessment and recognition process 
where the purpose is to pass. There might not be unreasonable to think that in 
this procedure also lies some nurturing and control. An interesting aspect of 
this type of method is that it is so closely related to the establishing aspects of 
RPL, though not primarily about supporting employment but the 
legitimisation of the knowledge and skills of each assessed person and also 
the norms and values that lies within the organisational culture. Interesting 
will be to follow the spreading of this method since the development of 
different trade groups in society and their legitimacy especially towards 
customers has been much debated. This certainly goes for the health care 
divisions run by municipalities. 
 
Finally, this has been some examples of ESF projects with RPL activities that 
were on-going during 2011 in Sweden. There can be said that there is not 
much of a common ground or consensus about how to look upon the purpose 
of RPL. There is instead quite different projects and method in circulation on 
the Swedish labour market. Most of them are locally based and also locally 
limited. The purpose is often to support unemployed in getting an 
employment and/or those with low education base having a more profound 
and visualised knowledge and competence ground to stand upon.  

Discussion 
 
It was also made clear after meeting all these representatives and be given an 
insight into their projects that there are a number of different methods of RPL 
that’s circulates within this field of actors, often local or regional public sector 
actors. Three aspects of RPL can be lifted up from studying these different 
projects. These are qualification, establishing and motivating aspects (Berglund, 
2010). When the qualification aspect can be used the activities within these 
projects has its focus on degrees, certifications, primarily according to the 
demands of the formal education system. RPL activities is seen as a way to 
enhance the formal base of knowledge and skills that an individual or 
working group have, something that both can strengthen the possibilities of 
further education, employment or a strengthen position on the labour market. 
In Sweden this strategy has been quite common, for example when low 
educated child care workers have been given the opportunity by their 
employer, the municipality, to both have complementary education and also 
to assess achieved knowledge and skills in former working life. Although the 
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aim of the municipality were to give these workers a new profession as 
professional care takers, in Sweden called förskollärare (preschool teachers), 
the Swedish National Agency for Education (Skolverket) said no, due to the 
lack of formalized elements in this locally assembled education/assessment. 
Both the workers and the municipality had to stand without clothes and the 
solution had to be a compromise in which the workers were able to call 
themselves pre school pedagogues, but only applicable within a local context. If 
they look for jobs outside the municipality, they still are childcare workers 
(barnskötare). 
 
When there is an establishing focus the activities in the projects mainly 
supports the participants in bettering the chances of employment or at least 
enhancing their degree of employability. Many of the studied projects, 
especially with municipalities as steering partners, have this objective. This 
means that by the use of RPL activities, complementing education and similar 
activities the aim is to lead participants to an employment. 
 
The third aspect of RPL activities is about motivation. This aspect is not as 
often highlighted and explicitly outspoken as an aim within the projects but 
nevertheless is mentioned as a side effect. This has also been described by 
different authors writing about RPL methods, as an effect of the RPL process 
(Andersson & Fejes, 2010; Challis 1993; Evans, 2003). As the process of 
recognition of what kind knowledge and skills that the individual has 
achieved during his or her working life proceeds, a strong feeling of 
appreciation is rising in the face of the value of their own working 
competence. For many low educated workers this experience of their 
knowledge and skills being recognized, assessed and documented may be a 
first meeting ever as an acknowledgement of their own learning processes. 
Something some of them may have lacked during formal school. In this type 
of activities the focus is in general upon the motivation of individuals, rather 
than a factual certification or employment of the same. In EU the emphasis 
upon empowerment has been quite common, especially during the EQUAL 
programme within the Social Fund (European Commission, 2005). This has 
been understood as a effect of the support given to low educated, migrants, 
socially low equipped groups and vital in creating motivation to enhance 
someone’s own educational and employability level. 
 

Finally 
 
It can be said that it is the public sector that in general has the responsibility 
in seeing to that young (first) people receives and develop the needed 
knowledge and skills. This is primarily achieved within the formal education 
system. It can also be said that the private sector, as well as the public sector 
as employers, receives this knowledge and skills and develop it further in 
what we generally call competence development. This is the general societal 
contract that we keep sticking to. A system that not only speaks about 
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responsibility but also indicates the financial part. It is us as a society that 
takes responsibility that people have the possibilities and needed support in 
becoming educated and ready for the labour market, or employable. At the 
bottom line it is the responsibility of the individual, but society through 
institutionalisation is ready to get the message out, about the demands on 
everyone to become employable. When this not happens we have ready 
systems to support those that fails, for example in doing insufficient 
achievements within the school system or becoming unemployment. In this 
supporting system it also can be said that the employer is supporting in 
offering competence development, learning situations through work, 
participation in working networks, career paths, etc. In general this can be 
seen as ways in increasing the value of the employees and therefore the base 
for their participation in the labour market. Nowadays it can be seen as a part 
of the employers responsibility to establish certain supporting activities when 
unemployment situations or other similar changes occurs at the workplace. 
This often means that the employer sees to that the employees have the 
possibilities to get support from labour market agencies, company health 
care, education company and of course municipality driven labour market 
support activities and the Swedish Employment Service. This support can 
also in these changing situations contain RPL activities. 
 
So, even if the main responsibility for the unemployed lies with the public 
sector, it can also be said that the employer often have a mutual interest in 
seeing to that the amount of workers do not decrease, since this is a question 
of skills supply. The quest for competence is also a matter of legitimacy since 
competence is an important factor of competition. The situation is therefore 
that RPL activities most often seems to be directed to unemployed, much due 
to that the cost is taken by the public sector. But nevertheless much 
competence that lies undocumented can be found at the workplace, after 
years of informal education and situated learning at the workplace. The non 
documentation do not seem as a problem worth taking care of while within 
the organisation, it doesn’t become a problem until it leaves the gates of the 
company.  
 
To be continued… 
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